Security

Protect your valuable DATA
MONITORED

UPDATED

BACKED UP AND PROTECTED

Security solutions will help your business succeed by developing
a systematic approach to managing security, risk and compliance
that will feature industry-leading technology.
CONSULTING SERVICES

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

For many financial institutions,
healthcare providers, and other industries with heavy Security and
Compliance regulations, technology is becoming an unwieldy beast.
Industry regulations grow, technology changes
constantly, and your staff quickly becomes overwhelmed with managing the system. And on top of
all that, you are facing your next audit.
If you are facing an audit, Emergent Networks
can help. We offer solutions and services that can
help you prepare for your audit, guide you through
the process, and implement new post-audit solutions so the findings won’t come up again.

Despite all the threats that exist
doing business in the world today,
there are several approaches that
can be taken to greatly mitigate
the risks to a company environment and information assets with good planning
and execution.
Our Security engineers are experts at vulnerability remediation—implementing and documenting
the steps taken to protect your data. Our team can
create, add or make changes to your Security policies and programs to secure your data, log devices
and hardware, and be prepared without hindering
your ability to do your work.

Assessment Analysis & Remediation Matrix
• Security Review • Policy Review • Program
Review • Security Training

Vulnerability Remediation • Policy Repair •
Program Repair • Information Security Program •
Network Segmentation • Disaster Recovery

emergentnetworks.com / 612.213.2600

connections made simple.

Security

Technology systems should work for you, not against you.
Emergent Networks Security offerings can help streamline
your technology solutions in a cost-efficient, successful
system that serves your business.

MANAGED
SERVICES

LOG MANAGEMENT
PLATINUM

With universal threat management you get a global view of the
threats impacting all of your infrastructure—day or night—without massive investments in multiple solutions or additional staff.
Threat Manager identifies suspicious activity in the network traffic, quickly identifying threats and
enabling rapid responses, helping
meet compliance challenges and
keeping your data safe.

Includes Gold and Silver. Log Management, Analysis and
Reporting, Threat and Trend Monitoring, Controls Validation,
Customizable Compliance Reporting
Proactive Security, Quarterly Visits from Security Engineer,
Critical Controls Review, Remediation on New Discoveries,
Priority Incident Response

Ticket Escalation, Live Person

GOLD

UNIVERSAL THREAT
MANAGEMENT

LEVELS OF SECURITY SUPPORT SERVICES

SILVER

Log Management is becoming
more and more complex, and log
sources are more numerous and
varied. IT infrastructure is also
moving from traditional hosted
and on-premise deployments into
cloud, requiring new deployment
models. Compliance mandates
such as GLBA, HIPAA and PCI
DSS have similarly added new log
management deliverables. Emergent Networks can solve these
challenges by making Log Management simple to implement
and easy to afford and manage
with support of all major compliance mandates.

SECURITY FOCUSED
EXPERIENCE

SECURITY AWARENESS
TRAINING

Our security assessment process is designed to address critical security controls, manage
them into processes, deploy security solutions in phases and
manage the security lifecycle.
Our process makes it easy for
you to visualize the security web
within your company and address critical security controls,
which helps create an ongoing,
organized and long-term strategic plan.

Educate the human! Tailor and
plan out your security awareness
training program. Learn to understand what the bad guys want,
how they use your information
and the tactics they use to attack.
Choose topics from core
awareness, advanced awareness
and role-specific awareness such
as: Information privacy, protection and destruction, smartphone
security, security beyond the office and safer web browsing.

Real-Time or Scheduled Threat Scans • Security Awareness Training •
Automated Log Management • Ongoing Proactive Security Planning
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connections made simple.

